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a user’s awareness and access of relevant material [18].
Furthermore, once out of the application, it can be difficult
and cumbersome for question askers to express their
questions, using proper terminology and necessary images
or attachments. Some online systems, such as Intuit’s
TurboTax, have community Q&A services integrated into
their websites [20]. We believe there is an opportunity to
build upon such work to also improve community help for
desktop software applications.

ABSTRACT

We present IP-QAT, a new community-based question and
answer system for software users. Unlike most community
forums, IP-QAT is integrated into the actual software
application, allowing users to easily post questions,
answers and tips without having to leave the application.
Our in-product implementation is context-aware and shows
relevant posts based on a user’s recent activity. It is also
designed with minimal transaction costs to encourage users
to easily post, include annotated images and file
attachments, as well as tag their posts with relevant UI
components. We describe a robust cloud-based system
implementation, which allowed us to release IP-QAT to 37
users for a 2 week field study. Our study showed that IPQAT increased user contributions, and subjectively, users
found our system more useful and easier to use, in
comparison to the existing commercial discussion board.

Second, threads in traditional discussion forums often turn
into true “discussions” making it difficult for a user to find
a concise answer for a specific problem or question.
Outside of the software domain, many question and answer
(Q&A) sites, such as Yahoo! Answers [2] and Stack
Overflow [16], have become popular, and have shown to be
a fast and effective way to learn from the community. Users
are encouraged to ask short, concise questions, answerers
are motivate to provide high quality responses, and the
presentation and layout of the content makes it easy for
subsequent users to see questions and their associated
answers. We believe that there is an opportunity for
developing integrated Q&A systems to target the learning
of complicated software applications.

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces.
General terms: Design, Human Factors
Keywords: Q&A, Community, Help, In-Product Learning
INTRODUCTION

Despite years of HCI research, learnability continues to be
a challenge for software applications [9]. This is especially
true for complex and feature rich programs which have
been shown to continuously grow in their number of
features with each release [15]. However, new trends and
technologies are available for providing assistance to
learning, which were not prevalent in the earlier days of
HCI research.

Posting
Area for asking quetions and
posting tips.

Viewing
Sections for Open Questions,
Resolved Questions and Tips,
and Image Enabled Posts.

In particular, the world-wide-web has the power to create
online communities, allowing users to share their
knowledge with one another. For popular software
applications, one can find dozens of discussion boards,
where community members can discuss topics about the
software, including learning challenges. However, we
would argue that such forums are not optimized for
allowing users to get help with specific learnability
challenges, and we highlight two particular problems and
associated opportunities.

Finding
Tools for finding topics.

Figure 1. IP-QAT system interface overview.

In this paper, we investigate both of these opportunities, by
presenting IP-QAT: “In-Product Questions, Answers &
Tips”, a community-based question and answer system that
is provided as a palette within the target application (Figure
1). IP-QAT was developed for AutoCAD, a popular but
difficult to learn application for 2D and 3D architectural
design. IP-QAT allows users to: post questions, answers,
and tips; include annotated images and attachments with
their posts; and tag their posts with relevant UI
components. All interactions are accomplished with a low
transaction cost compared to traditional out-of-product

First, discussion forums are accessed and presented outside
of the context of the software application, which can impair
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community forums. Particular effort was made to provide
an image-rich experience, to facilitate shared understanding
between users referring to spatial data within complex
software [5]. IP-QAT also supports opportunistic learning,
by displaying answered questions and tips relevant to a
user’s current context of usage.

application, the context of the user’s activity can be
determined by which page or field they are working on,
which is used to select contextually relevant questions.
Only textual questions and answers are supported, which is
natural given the text-only nature of the system.
The IP-QAT system builds upon the Live Community
concept, to create a system that works with non-linear,
graphically intensive applications. Since these programs are
not form-based, the user’s context cannot be trivially
determined, so we infer context based on recent command
usage. Additionally, the increased complexity and visual
nature of content-authoring applications creates more
difficult problems for users to express simply using text [5],
which motivates the IP-QAT system to promote and make
extensive use of imagery.

Our main contribution is a fully-functional implementation
of a community Q&A system integrated into a graphical
desktop application. We also contribute an investigation
and discussion of the challenges and opportunities related
to the development of such a system. Finally, we contribute
a 2-week user study, comparing our system to an online
software discussion board. Our study shows that IP-QAT
increased user contributions, and subjectively, users found
our system more useful, easier to use, in comparison to the
existing commercial discussion board, and provided
numerous enthusiastic and encouraging comments which
we summarize and discuss.

Software Learning

To address the prevalent problem of software learnability
[9], several research projects have focused on in-product
learning techniques.

RELATED WORK
Discussion Forums and Q&A Sites

With Blueprint [4], Brandt et al. embedded a task specific
search engine into a programming integrated development
environment (IDE) to help users locate appropriate sample
code. Hartman et al.’s HelpMeOut [13] is also integrated
into an IDE and uses a recommender system to match build
and debugging errors the user is having to solutions which
have worked for other users in similar situations. While
integrated into the target application, these systems are
designed for a single discipline (coding), where our system
could be used in multiple application domains.

Usenet newsgroups [7], pre-dating even the internet, and
more recently web-based discussion forums, have been a
popular method for people to communicate online. Singh et
al. explored discussion forums of 8 open source software
applications [21,22] and by qualitatively analyzing the
threads was able to identify a number of problematic
interactions encountered during the help-seeking process.
As opposed to general purpose discussion forums, which as
the name implies are generally designed to promote
discussion, Q&A sites have distinctive characteristics
designed to promote the specific tasks of asking and
answering questions. An early example of a Q&A based
knowledge system is Ackerman’s Answer Garden [1] which
maintained an organically growing database of questions
and expert answers for a single domain.

CommunityCommands [15,17] leverages the power of the
user community by using collaborative filtering algorithms
to generate personal, contextual command recommendations. The AmbientHelp system [18] uses the context of
recently used commands to find and automatically display
relevant existing help content. Several systems present toolspecific animated help within the application including
ToolClips and Google SketchUp’s “Instructor” panel [10].
These systems use application context to present useful
commands and existing help content, while our system
selects relevant discussion topics. Additionally, none of
these system support direct communication between users.

A sizable body of work focuses on the analysis of general
purpose Q&A sites such as Yahoo Answers [2,3,6,11],
Windows Live QnA [24], and a popular Korean Q&A site,
Naver [12,19]. Mamykina et al’s detailed analysis of Stack
Overflow [16] looks to understand the factors behind the
site’s success and attributes it, in part, to the daily
involvement of the design team with the community of
users it serves. The Q&A site Aardvark [14] differs from
most others in that it routes questions directly to individual
users who are known to be online to elicit faster responses.

Researchers have also looked at ways outside of online
forums that users can help each other. Twidale [23] studied
“over the shoulder learning”: informal help shared between
colleagues in a workplace. This work serves as an
important reference; however, it focuses on collocated
assistance, as opposed to remote, online assistance.

These explorations into Q&A sites provide useful guidance
towards designing our system, however, none of the
existing systems examine the implications of integrating
the Q&A system directly into the target application.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

We created a set of five design principles to guide the
development of IP-QAT. The names in parenthesis after
each heading indicate how each principle will be referred to
in the system description.

TurboTax Live Community

Intuit’s TurboTax1 has an integrated Q&A service alongside
the main window [20]. As a highly structured, form-filling

Promote Rich Visuals (visuals)

Discussion boards and Q&A sites are typically dominated
by text-based posts. Most sites provide support for

1

http://turbotax.intuit.com/best-tax-software/why-choose-turbotax/helplive-community.jsp
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attaching files or images; however, the process is often less
than straightforward. Users are generally required to take
and edit a screenshot using 3rd party software, and then
manually find and upload it as an attachment to their post.

to glance over during this time. Additionally, since new
material is being “pushed” to the user as opposed to the
traditional “pull” model of help, the user has the chance to
learn things they never would have considered looking for.

In Chilana et al’s research into product support [5], support
specialists described screenshots as being the most useful
attachment type for diagnosing software problems, with
over 90% agreeing they were useful. Despite their
usefulness, less than 8% of support issues initially included
screenshots, and often the specialists would need to
explicitly request them.

Minimize Transaction Costs (min-cost)

A primary consideration of our system is to minimize the
transactions costs associated with both authoring content,
and consuming content. For authors, we don’t want the
feeling of “it’s too much work” to prevent anyone from
contributing content. It should also be easy to include
images and document source files. For those viewing the
content, it should be easy to quickly browse through many
topics to see if any are of interest. Topics should load
immediately without any additional delay caused by
waiting for the content to be downloaded from a server.

Besides promoting the inclusion of visual attachments,
increasing the prominence of such images while browsing
the system is also desired. In current systems you need to
click on a post, and often an “attachment” link before you
are able to see an image. In other cases only registered
users are able to see images associated with a post.
Additionally, images can be a useful way to quickly “scan”
and find interesting topics [25], so we would like to
promote visual information to the top level of the system.

Small reductions in the transaction cost may individually
not seem to make a huge difference, but previous work has
shown that small improvements in interactions can cause
categorical behavior changes that far exceed the benefits of
the resulting decrease in task times [4,8,18].

Make Use of Contextual Information (context)

Create a Positive Initial Experience (initial)

There are many posts in modern discussion and Q&A sites
where a potential question answerer begins by requesting
additional information from the asker such as “What
version of the program are you using?”, or “What plug-ins
do you have installed?” Answers to these and other similar
questions could have easily been included in the original
question, but the asker either didn’t think it was relevant, or
perhaps thought it might be, but didn’t want to bog the
question down with potentially irrelevant details.

The first experience for a user at most traditional discussion
and Q&A sites can be quite overwhelming. There are many
different groups, boards, sub-boards, and forums to look at
and it is not obvious which ones are appropriate to the
user’s interests. If the user decides they want to ask a quick
question, or even propose an answer, they may first be
inundated by login screens, registration procedures,
confirmation emails, etc. Creating a good first experience
with the system makes it more likely that user’s will
continue to work with it and both find help for themselves,
and eventually contribute to the community.

Some help systems are able to make use of the user’s
context to recommend commands [15,17] or pull up
potentially relevant pre-existing help content [18] by
looking at aspects of a user’s context such as which
commands have recently been used. Similarly, it would be
useful for a community help system to be able to call up
relevant community discussions based on the user’s history.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Based on the above mentioned design principles, we
created the In-Product Questions, Answers & Tips (IPQAT) system, a fully functional implementation of a
community help system integrated into a graphical desktop
application (Figure 1). In this section, as features relate
back to the guiding design principles they will be noted in
parenthesis (e.g., initial, in-app)

Present Content Within the Application (in-app)

Current discussion and Q&A sites are accessible through a
web browser, separate from the primary application the
user is working with. In order to access these communities,
the user must switch out of their primary application and
search for help or interact with the community in this
secondary program. If the content is presented in the
primary application we gain several benefits:

Overview

The IP-QAT system resides in a dockable panel within the
host application. The system automatically creates a unique
user-id when upon first being launched. There is no
requirement to create a new account, which contributes to
creating a positive initial experience (initial, in-app).

Increased Awareness. Users are more likely to be aware of
the community help system if it is an integrated feature of
their program as opposed to an independent website they
must leave to find and access.

Main Interface

The view of the system consists of three main sections, one
each for: posting, viewing, and finding.
The interface is designed to accommodate screens of
varying sizes and resolutions and will gracefully reduce the
exposed functionality as the window height is decreased
(Figure 2). The panel can also be “rolled-up” into a narrow
15px wide bar which is restored when the cursor moves
over it (Figure 2E). Even at very small sizes the system

Supports Opportunistic Learning. With content hosted in
an external application, users will only switch to that
program when they explicitly want to learn something.
While working, users often have many short periods of
down-time [17], and if the community help content is being
displayed within the application the user will have a chance
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rremains usablee, and allowss the user to customize th
he
ddisplay to fit th
heir preferred workspace
w
(inittial).

mands to the ppost by clickinng on them inn the main
comm
interfaace of the appplication (min--cost, in-app). Since the
dialog is modeless, a convenientt workflow for asking a
questioon involves llaunching the post dialog, and then
attemppting the task yyou have a queestion with. In doing this,
the com
mmands you uuse in your atteempt will be auutomatically capttured in the rellevant tools listt (context).

A
D
B

Figure 2. Prrogression of the
t interface frrom the full
experience (A), to a very small
s
compressed version
ed-up version is shown in (E).
(D). The rolle

E

P
Posting

C

T
The top part of
o the interfacee contains a teext field for th
he
uuser to enter their question orr tip. The text field
f
is relatively
ssmall to encou
urage concisen
ness, and is viisible at the to
op
level of the intterface to enco
ourage frequen
nt use. On man
ny
ddiscussion foru
ums you will see minimally
y helpful “titles”
ssuch as “I need
d help” or “W
What am I doing
g wrong?” Non
nddescriptive titlees like these may
m make it diifficult for useers
too browse the to
opics; they willl need to open up the thread to
ssee what it is about.
a
We omiitted an expliciit “title” field to
eencourage userrs to maximizee the fraction of
o useful content
inn their posts (m
min-cost).

Fig
gure 3. Dialog ffor posting a qu
uestion or tip.

The “A
Add Image” buutton (Figure 3E) launches tthe built-in
screenn-shot utility (vvisual). Similarr to the “rectanggular snip”
mode of the Windoows 7 Snippinng Tool or TeechSmith’s
SnagItt, the function puts a semi-trransparent whhite overlay
over thhe entire deskktop and allow
ws the user to ddrag a box
over thhe area of interrest. The imagge is inserted directly into
the diaalog and the uuser is able to ccreate red “inkk” markups
on the image to highhlight importannt areas (Figuree 4).

Q
Questions and Tips
T

IIn addition to providing
p
support for tradition
nal question an
nd
aanswer type thrreads, the IP-Q
QAT system creeates a top-lev
vel
m
mechanism for users to generrate “tips”. The main interfacce
inncludes two bu
uttons: “Ask Question”
Q
and “Post Tip”. Tip
ps
ggive users a waay to contributee to the system
m even if they are
a
uunable to answ
wer any curren
ntly open questions. Also, tip
ps
pprovide a way
y for expert ussers to share their
t
knowledg
ge
aabout smaller features, or “tricks”
“
that they
t
use whicch
m
might not be something
s
thaat a user woulld ever think to
eexplicitly ask about. An example of a tiip in a deskto
op
ssetting might be
b “Press F2 to
o rename a file”; most peop
ple
aalready know how
h to rename a file in some way, but this tip
t
m
might let them do it more effiiciently.

Includding the active document as aan attachment to the post
in typiical systems innvolves savingg a copy of thee document
and thhen finding it tthrough a file system dialog. Since the
IP-QA
AT system has access to the application daata, simply
selectiing a check box (Figure 3C
C) saves a coppy of your
docum
ment and uploadds it with the ppost (min-cost, visuals).

S
Supporting Inforrmation and Ma
aterials

Viewin
ng

O
Once the user has
h clicked on
n either of the “Ask Question
n”
oor “Post Tip” buttons,
b
they are brought to the
t second-lev
vel
pposting dialog (Figure 3). Iff no additional information is
nneeded, pressin
ng Enter will post the question or tip with
oonly the text entered
e
in thee main interfacce (Figure 3A
A).
H
However, if ad
dditional suppo
orting informattion is requireed,
itt can be added with this top-llevel modelesss dialog.

The m
majority of thhe IP-QAT innterface is deedicated to
displayying questionss and tips, annd is divided into three
subgrooups: Open Quuestions, Answ
wered Q’s andd Tips, and
Image Enabled Posts (Figure 1). Each section contains a
fic selection off topics: Open Questions aree questions
specifi
which are still lookking for an ansswer; Answereed Q’s and
Tips ccontains a mixxture of questiions which haave already
been aanswered and contributed tiips; and Imagge Enabled
Posts selects one or more posts w
with an image ccomponent
and diisplays the toppic and imagee at the top leevel of the
interfaace (visual). Prromoting visuual posts to an additional
dedicaated portion off the interfacee serves as an advertisement tto other users tthat image-bassed posts are enncouraged,
and prromote them too include imagees in their postts.

Fig
gure 4. Image p
portion of the p
posting dialog b
box.

C
Clicking on th
he “Add Desccription” butto
on (Figure 3D
D)
eexpands the wiindow to includ
de a second, laarger text area to
innclude a moree detailed acccount of the isssue. Figure 3B
3
ccontains a list of
o tools and co
ommands whicch the user feeels
aare relevant to this question or tip. Ratherr than includin
ng
ccommand names as free-form
m tags or choo
osing command
ds
ffrom a long, exhaustive list,
l
the user adds relevaant
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To maark a post as innteresting, userrs click on the ‘!’ icon on
the rigght side of thhe display bar.. These topicss receive a
higherr weighting inn the selection algorithms; thhat is, if a
topic yyou are interessted has a new
w response thaat you have
not seeen, it will be ppromoted to thee top of your ddisplay list.
Additiionally, there is a “Your Post” graphic tto indicate
which topics were crreated by this uuser.

S
Selecting Topics
s to Display

T
Typical discussion boards order
o
topics in
n chronologiccal
oorder based on
n the most reecent post; alll of the thread
ds
w
which were mo
ost recently upd
dated are at thee top. This help
ps
inn finding thee newest postts, but potentiially interestin
ng
thhreads withoutt any recent acttivity quickly slip
s past the firrst
ppage of results and become more
m
difficult to
o find.
T
The IP-QAT system
s
selects which topicss to display by
b
rrunning two seeparate algoritthms and then
n combining th
he
rresults into onee list. The firsst algorithm so
orts all topics in
thhe category by
y date of last activity; this ensures that th
he
thhreads with recent activitty (including newly createed
toopics) are sh
hown. The seccond algorithm
m looks at th
he
ccontext of the application (co
ontext) and giv
ves each topic a
rrelevance scoree, { }. The alg
gorithm takes th
he topic { }, th
he
uuser, { }, and the ten most recently
r
used commands { }.
aand weights top
pics using thosse commands more
m
highly. Th
he
pparticular algorrithm used also
o considers if th
he user has seeen
aall of the postss in the topic already
a
or is th
he author of th
he
toopic, if they and
a other userrs have markeed the thread as
a
““interesting”, and
a how many views the threaad has:
,
,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,

.
.
.
∑
∑
∑

When placing the cuursor over an individual toppic display,
the usser is presenteed with a detaailed tooltip shhowing the
threadd of posts (Figuure 6). If any oof the posts haave images
m, they are alsoo displayed (viisuals). All
associaated with them
posts aand images aree downloaded in a backgrouund process
and sttored locally so there is nno loading deelay when
activatting the topic tooltips (min--cost) making it possible
and coonvenient for a user to quickkly run over m
many topics
and esssentially “flipp through” theem to see if aany are of
interesst. The detailedd tooltip also coontains the posster’s name
and whhen the post w
was submitted fo
for each post.

11
25
17
7

3

.
.
.

1.1

4.1

T
This is just onee possible scheme, which we
w found workeed
w
well in our pilo
ot studies, butt has not been formally tuneed.
T
The results fro
om the two algorithms
a
aree interleaved to
ggenerate the list of topics pressented to the usser.

Fig
gure 6. Tooltip
p interface forr quick browsing of
top
pics. When ava
ailable, images are also displa
ayed.

T
The system ch
hecks for new
w posts on thee server, and to
m
minimize poteential distractiions, the list of topics wiill
uupdate at most once per minu
ute if new postts are created or
o
thhe user’s conteext has changeed. To guard ag
gainst the list rer
oordering whilee the user is interacting with
w
the system
m,
cchanges are queued up while the cursor is over
o
the IP-QA
AT
w
window and wiill take affect once
o
the cursorr has been awaay
ffrom the windo
ow for three secconds.

Clickinng on a topicc brings up tthe modeless view/reply
dialog (Figure 7). T
The bottom poortion of this window is
similarr to the postiing dialog (Figure 3), whiile the top
portionn displays the content of the posts which m
make up the
threadd. This view noot only shows the commandss and tools
relevannt to each ppost, but alsoo additional contextual
inform
mation about w
which version oof the software the author
was ussing (e.x., AutooCAD Electricaal 2011).

D
Displaying Indivi
vidual Topics

T
The individual topic rows in the main view
w are marked up
u
w
with various in
nformative ico
ons (Figure 5). The main ico
on
oon the left ind
dicates the typ
pe of post (eiither a tip or a
qquestion), and, if a question, whether it hass been answereed
oor not. Additio
onal graphical badges on thee left indicate if
thhere are posts in this thread that you havee not read, and
da
ccounter of how
w many users haave found the topic
t
interestin
ng.
You found this top
pic interesting.
You cre
eated this topic.

Tip
Answered Qu
uestion
Open Qu
uestion

Fig
gure 7. The view/reply window showing the
texxtual post conttent as well ass a link to ope
en the
sou
urce file (A), th
he version of th
he program the
e post
orig
ginated from (B
B) and the relevvant command
ds (C).

One additional user fo
ound topic interesting.
New content since you
ur last viewing.

Combiining the threead viewing annd respondingg functions
into a single window
w streamlines tthe interface foor the user,
reducinng the numberr of clicks requuired to contriibute to the

Figure 5. Intterface elements for individua
al topics.
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ccommunity, reducing overalll transaction cost (min-costt).
O
Once an open question has been
b
replied to
o, it becomes an
a
““answered” queestion. If the original
o
asker does
d
not feel th
he
qquestion has beeen adequately
y answered, wh
hen they reply to
thhe topic they are
a given the option
o
to selectt whether or not
thhis question sh
hould be markeed as answered
d. If they choose
““no”, then the question
q
becom
mes open again
n.

SYSTE
EM IMPLEMENTATION

To perrform our intennded field studdy, the implem
mentation of
the IP--QAT system nneeded to be fuully functional and robust
enoughh to distributee to users and have them usse it for an
extendded time on their primaary workstatioons while
perform
ming their reguular jobs.
A signnificant techniccal challenge was determiniing how to
reasonnably commuunicate and synchronize tthe posts,
imagess, and attachm
ment files across all the ussers of the
system
m. A conventionnal approach iss to run a web--server and
databaase on the baack-end for ccommunicatingg with the
clientss and storing the data. Hoowever, configguring and
runninng this type off system requirres specializedd expertise,
dedicaated hardware,, and involvess a significantt overhead
cost foor setup and maaintenance.

F
Finding

W
While the colleection of postss in the interfaace dynamically
uupdates to disp
play the neweest and most relevant topiccs,
thhere will still be times wherre the user wan
nts to search for
fo
sspecific conten
nt. The search
h box at the bottom of th
he
innterface allow
ws searching for
f keywords, commands an
nd
uuser names ov
ver the entiree collection of
o postings. As
A
ccharacters are entered in thee text field, th
he main displaay
uupdates in real time to show all
a matches (miin-cost).
Search en
ntry area

As ann alternative, w
we chose to uuse the Amazzon Simple
Storagge Service (Am
mazon S3) ass our back-endd. Locally,
each ppost is stored aas a folder, witth simple text and image
files coontaining the ppost data. Wheen the user creeates a new
post, th
the folder is crreated locally, and then uploaaded to the
S3 serrver. At regulaar intervals, eaach client querries the S3
server and downloaads any new posts on a bbackground
m into folders iin the file sysstem. Once
threadd, saving them
downl oaded, the poosts are loadedd into the sysstem. As a
benefitt of having thhe data downlooaded and storred locally,
the useer is still able to view existiing topics whiile off-line,
and thhey are also aable to post nnew content w
which gets
updateed next time they connect to tthe internet.

Access to ow
wn posts, and
t
those
you found
d interesting.

Figure 8. In
nterface eleme
ents for finding
g posts; by
keyword search, those you have authore
ed, or those
d as interesting.
you marked

T
The “My Postss” button givess users the ability to find all of
o
thhe content theey have contrib
buted, and it is
i possible for a
uuser to see all topics
t
which th
hey have markeed as interestin
ng
bby clicking on the
t ‘!’ button.

The coonnection withh the S3 server also allows thhe easy and
autom
matic collection of usage data and statistics, which is a
signifiicant conveniience when performing ddistributed,
remotee, user studies.

C
Context Menu Access

AutoC
CAD Plug-in

T
To permit acceess to the systeem even if thee main interfacce
ppanel is closed, we im
mplemented a context-men
nu
aaugmentation which
w
adds IP
P-QAT specificc items into th
he
aapplication’s ex
xiting context menu
m
(Figure 9).
9

The syystem was im
mplemented as a plug-in to AutoCAD
using the ObjectArxx framework. The logic of tthe system
was cooded in C# annd the interfaace was develooped using
Microssoft’s WPF. T
The entire systtem was bunddled into a
single installer whicch added the neecessary registtry keys so
the pluug-in would sttart automaticaally when anyy of the 21
supporrted versions oof AutoCAD 22010 or 2011 w
were run. It
is posssible to have more than onne version of AutoCAD
runninng on a macchine at one time, and thhe system
implem
mentation inclludes redundaancies ensuring that the
system
m continues to w
work in these ccases.
EVALU
UATION

Figure 9. Context
C
menu access
a
of IP-QA
AT system.

To undderstand how tthe IP-QAT syystem would w
work with a
commu
munity of users,, and compare it to traditionaal software
discus sion boards, w
we performed a two week userr study.

T
These options can be accesssed from eitherr the right clicck
m
menu of the ap
pplication, or by
b right-clickin
ng directly on a
toool icon (in-ap
pp). When accessed from an individual too
ol,
thhe most highly
y rated topics related to thaat particular tool
aare presented. The tool-butto
on context men
nu also includees
ittems to ask a question
q
or posst a tip about th
he selected too
ol.
W
When selected
d, these option
ns launch the posting dialo
og
((Figure 3) with
h the current to
ool preloaded into
i
the relevaant
ds list (context)).
toools/command

Partic
cipants

We reccruited 48 proofessional AutooCAD users (aages 22-47:
µ=36, 12 female) foor the two weeek study. To qqualify, the
paid vvolunteers weree required to uuse AutoCAD for at least
10 hoours/week. An initial surveyy asked how often they
typicallly looked at, aand/or contribuuted to, onlinee AutoCAD
discus sion forums (F
Figure 10) andd to rate their AutoCAD
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expertise level. In general, most users looked at discussions
somewhat regularly, but were far less likely to contribute.

prevented from looking for help from other sources. At a
minimum, participants were asked to contribute three posts
in each condition. To better simulate a larger and more
active user community, bonus prizes ranging from $100 to
$25 were awarded to the top five contributors in each
condition for each group, on top of the $50 base amount
given to each user for participating. At the end of the study
user’s filled out a web-based questionnaire.

Daily, 9%

Daily, 23%

Weekly, 19%
Monthly or
Never, 23%

Weekly, 54%

Looked at Discussion Forums

Monthly or
Never, 72%

Contributed to Discussion Forums

Figure 10. Distribution of user's pre-existing habits
of looking at, and contributing to, online forums.

Results
Volume and Rate of Posting

A number of participants dropped out part way though the
study, or did not meet the minimum time requirements,
leaving us with 37 valid participants.

Over the duration of the study the IP-QAT system
generated 316 new posts compared to 252 in the forum.
Repeated measure analysis of variance showed a main
effect for posts per user (F1,36 = 5.17, p < .05) with means
of 8.54 and 6.81 for IP-QAT and forum respectively (Figure
11). This amounts to a 25% increase in the volume of posts
for the IP-QAT system over the forum. We can consider the
first three posts to be “mandatory” since that was the
minimum requirement to participate in the study and look
at posts beyond that to be “voluntary”. That breakdown
results in means of 5.81 for IP-QAT and 3.94 for forum, for
a 47% increase in the amount of voluntary posting activity
(F1,36 = 6.81, p < .05).

Design

The participants were split into two groups with the most
prolific forum users being evenly divided between the
groups, and the rest of the users divided to equally
distribute the level of AutoCAD expertise.
Community Help Systems

As an alternative to the IP-QAT help system described in
this paper, the forum condition consisted of a private
discussion forum accessible only to study participants. This
private forum was hosted on the existing Autodesk
Community site which draws over 200,000 visitors daily.
The Autodesk forums typically require users to create an
account, but we provided pre-activated accounts for the
study to simplify the process. The presentation order of the
community help systems were counterbalanced between the
two user groups and after one week the groups switched to
the alternate system.

10

8.5

8

6.8

6
4
2
0

IP-QAT

Procedure

Forums

Figure 11. Mean number of posts contributed per
user. (Note: error bars report standard error)

The participants installed an AutoCAD plug-in which
contained both the IP-QAT help system, and the ability to
launch a web-browser for directly accessing the private
discussion forum of the forum condition. When AutoCAD
launched, the assigned help system for that week would be
automatically loaded (i.e., the IP-QAT panel would open, or
a browser would open with the forum page loaded). Users
were not required to keep the help system open, however,
after 6 hours the active system would re-open as a gentle
reminder that the study was going on. Participants were
told that the automatic opening of both community help
systems was a property of the study, and not the standard
behavior of either system.

The IP-QAT system also led to the creation of more new
topics overall (103 for IP-QAT, 82 for forum), however the
effects per user did not reach significance (F1,36 = 1.7, ns).
120

103
82

80

40

0

IP-QAT

A collection of 140 questions and associated answers were
collected from the existing public discussion forum and
used to seed each of the communities with content. This
allowed users to experience the viewing/consuming aspects
of the systems immediately without needing to wait for
their fellow participants to contribute topics. 70 topics were
used for the first week (the same ones for each community
help system), and the remaining 70 were used as the seed
questions for the second week. Between conditions the
content contributed from the previous group was removed.

Forums

Figure 12. Number of new topics created.

The additional monetary motivation used for the study
likely contributed to higher post volumes than a natural
scenario. However, since the rewards were paid out for
both conditions, we feel the overall trends would translate
to a real deployment. Anecdotally, the monetary rewards
did not seem to be the main driving factor for any of the
participants; for example, there were no instances of users
“gaming” the system by creating many posts of limited
value. It was clear that the participants were using the
system to ask detailed and technical questions that they

Users were encouraged to use the provided community help
systems during the course of the study, but were not
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genuinely had about AutoCAD, and were making an effort
to provide accurate answers when responding. Questions
that were asked and resolved during the study included
topics such as: creating custom hatch patterns, scaling
multiple MTEXT objects at once, and temporarily hiding
objects to see what is being obscured.

making images easier to include in a post, the IP-QAT
system also simplifies the process of adding pen-type
markups to the images. Of the 38 images from the IP-QAT
system 8 contained overlaid markups, compared to only 1
from the forum condition.

We manually tagged newly created topics from the forum
as questions or tips. Of the new 185 total new topics
created over both conditions, 40 were tips, and 35 of those
came during the IP-QAT condition. In the questionnaire,
users were asked to rate a series of questions on a 5-point
Likert scale, including if they found tips useful, to which
28 of the 37 users responded with agreement compared to
only 2 who viewed tips negatively (Figure 13).

At the end of the exit survey participants were asked to
score the statements “I found this system easier to use”, “I
found this system more useful”, and “I would prefer to use
this system” on a 5-point scale ranging from IP-QAT on
one end to Forum on the other (Figure 16). Valuing the
answers on a scale from 2 to -2, all questions reached
significance on a one sample t-test: Easier to Use (t(36) =
0.76, p < .005), More Useful (t(36) = 0.78, p < .0005),
Would Prefer to Use (t(36) = 0.89, p < .0001).

17

11

20

7

2

0

Tips are Useful

0

0

Images are Helpful

12
5

Agree

Neutral

Subjective Comparison

While the IP-QAT system was the dominant response for
these questions, the forum was preferred by some users and
several users suggested that it would be useful to have the
content from each system available on the other. Likewise,
we do not see these systems as alternatives to one another,
but rather as systems that could work together to create a
more complete community experience.

Disagree

Figure 13. Subjective results for "It is useful when
people post tips, as opposed to only questions and
answers." and “I find images helpful for explaining
and answering questions.”

17

Another metric to look at is how long it takes for a question
to receive an answer, which can be correlated with the size
of the community [16]. On StackOverflow the 300,000
users are able to deliver a median time-to-first-answer
(TTFA) of ~11 minutes [16]. In our study with 18 and 19
users in each group the median TTFAs were 61 minutes for
forum and 38 minutes for IP-QAT (Figure 14). This result
did not reach significance (Mann-Whitney, p > .05).
IP-QAT

5

6

7

8

6

3

Easier to Use

1

More Useful

3

Would Prefer to Use

15

21

IP-QAT

5

4

Equal

4

Forum

Figure 16. Subjective results comparing the IP-QAT
and forum community help conditions.
Visualization of Activity

With so many topics and posts being created, it is difficult
to get an overall feel for how individual threads are
evolving. To get a sense of the activities occurring in the
community, we created visualizations of each thread and
grouped them by week and condition (Figure 17).

38

Forum

6

61

Figure 14. Median Time-to-First-Answer (Minutes).
Use of Images

Overall, 38 images were associated with posts in the IPQAT condition compared to 9 in the forum (Figure 15).
This amounts to 12.2% of IP-QAT posts, and 4.2% of
forum posts containing images. In contrast the image
attachment rate on the public Autodesk discussion boards is
approximately 2%.
45

38

30
15

9

0

IP-QAT

Figure 17. Visualization of all topics created during
the study. (Note: this is a vector graphic, zoom in to
see in more detail)

Forums

Figure 15. Total number of images used.

Users were also asked to rate the usefulness of images. As
found in the product support domain [5], the majority of
users consider images useful (Figure 13). Besides simply

To generate the visualization, all posts entered during the
study were manually classified into one of four categories:
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Answers:
Tips:
Replies:
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I liked that it was always on, and I could take a peek at any time,
but that it could be rolled up out of the way to save space. I liked
that it was easy to attach a snapshot of the portion of the drawing.

Posts of a problem looking for an answer.
Attempts at answering a question.
Helpful statements not answering a question.
Responses not providing answer.

In contrast, images were found to be difficult to attach in
the forum condition:

Posting activity was then organized by thread and displayed
in chronological order as color coded dots from left to right
on the timeline. When a single user made multiple posts in
one thread, arcs were drawn connecting all of the user’s
posts. For example, in Figure 18A we can see that there
were 7 total posts, but by looking at the arcs connecting the
nodes, we see that the first user made posts #1, 3, 5, and 7,
while a second user made posts #2, 4, and 6. This thread is
an example of a common pattern where there is one
question asker, and one answerer going back-and-forth
trying to figure out the solution to the problem.

I found that I needed another program to be able to add an image
to my post, and that slowed me down versus the in product system
which had the imaging software included.

Users also had a particular appreciation for the instant feel
that the IP-QAT system provided:
It gave me a feel that the questions would be more immediately
answered. It almost gave me the feel of a blackberry messenger
app. or texting in general. I really think if this system is modeled
after a platform like that it will be a success. Who doesn't text
anymore? Overall, it kinds of creates an environment that allows
users to more readily "text" a question. I think for the newer users
or younger generation of users, this system will be quite
attractive.

Another pattern we see and recognized by Singh [10] is
where one user asks a question, and many others jump in
with replies; more or less saying “me too”. Figure 18B
shows an example of this type of thread, with 10 total
posts, and 7 unique authors.

A

Another user provided a similar comment:
A nice idea of bringing experienced users together with those
experiencing issues. Easy to throw a question out there at the
moment you experience it, while in the program, and easy to
check to see if there are any answers.

B

We were encouraged to see such enthusiastic comments
from real-world end-users, giving us confidence that IPQAT would be welcomed by user communities at large.

Figure 18. Two example conversations. Between
two users (A), and many unique users (B).

Besides posting information, the IP-QAT system is also
implemented to know when users viewed the topic. These
events are represented on the timeline as small grey dots,
and in Figure 19 we see an example where the views had
trailed off for a particular thread, and then once a new post
was made, the views picked up again.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A main contribution of our work is a study demonstrating
behavioral differences between using an in-product, and out
of product community help system. Our study has shown
some clear values of integrating the community help
system within the application. The study also provided us
with future topics of research.
Several of the study participants found it difficult when
looking at a question with more than once answer to
determine which one the asker found useful. Creating a
way for both the author and others to mark which responses
were helpful, as well as configurable ways to order the list
of available posts, are among our future directions.

Figure 19. “Topic Viewed” dots showing a resurgence of interest in a thread after a new post is
made.

It is interesting to note how the group who used the forums
in the first week posted zero tips, while the group in the
forums for the second week (who had used IP-QAT the first
week) contributed 15 tips; once they became used to tips in
the IP-QAT system they decided to try them in the forums
condition even though the forums contained no explicit
support for publishing tips. We are hopeful that going
forward, as the community grows, visualizations like this
may expose longer term trends.

While we used the user’s command history to determine
context, it would be interesting to use other cues such as
which GUI elements are active (e.g., ribbon tab, tool
pallets, dialog boxes) or gathering semantic information
from the active document. Additionally, many questions
and tips centered around dialog box elements, so the ability
to mark posts with such elements (in addition to
commands) will be useful.

User Feedback

Fostering a community of active users is an important
aspect of any community helps system, which we did not
address in this paper. Established Q&A sites such as Stack
Overflow have effective mechanisms for motivating users
[16] such as badges, awards and leaderboards which would
be useful to integrate into our system in the future.

Numerous positive comments were obtained in the
questionnaire. In particular, several users commented
favorably about the quick access IP-QAT provides:
I preferred the in product version much better than having to
access a separate forum. It seemed much easier to access and in
general just more convenient!

We would like to deploy the IP-QAT system in the wild for
a wider scale deployment, and to do this we will need to

Users also mentioned the ease of attaching images:
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address privacy and confidentiality issues related to
employees sharing company data. Some possibilities
include automatically or manually blurring sensitive areas
of screenshots, site controls for managers to block the
uploading of files, or the ability to transform a confidential
source file into a sharable one which exhibits the same
problem as the original.

and to Their Use in Describing and Predicting
Interactive Behavior. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Applied, 6 (4), 322-335.
9. Grossman, T., Fitzmaurice, G., and Attar, R. (2009). A
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(2008). Predictors of answer quality in online Q&A
sites. ACM CHI , 865-874.
13. Hartmann, B., MacDougall, D., Brandt, J., Klemmer,
S.R. (2010). What would other programmers do:
suggesting solutions to error messages. CHI, 1019-1028.
14. Horowitz, D., and Kamvar, S.D. (2010). The anatomy
of a large-scale social search engine. WWW, 431-440.
15. Li, W., Matejka, J., Gossman, T., Konstan, J.A., and
Fitzmaurice, G. (2011 – in press). Design and Evaluation of a Command Recommendation System for
Software Applications. ACM TOCHI.
16. Mamykina, L., Manoim, B., Mittal, M., Hripcsak, G.,
and Hartmann, B. (2011). Design Lessons from the
Fastest Q&A Site in the West. ACM CHI, 2857-2866.
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(2009). CommunityCommands: command recommendations for software applications. ACM UIST, 193-202.
18. Matejka, J., Li, W., Grossman, T., and Fitzmaurice, G.
(2011). Ambient Help. ACM CHI, 2751-2760.
19. Nam, K.K., Ackerman, M.S., and Adamic, L.A. (2009).
Questions in, knowledge in?: a study of naver’s
question answering community. ACM CHI, 779-788.
20. Pal, A., and Konstan, J.A. (2010). Expert Identification
in Community Question Answering: Exploring
Question Selection Bias. ACM CIKM, 1505-1508.
21. Singh V and Twidale MB. (2008). The confusion of
crowds: non-dyadic help interactions. CSCW, 699-702.
22. Singh V, Twidale MB, and Rathi D. (2006). Open
Source Technical Support: A Look at Peer Help-Giving.
IEEE HICSS, 6, 118c-118c.
23. Twidale, M. B. (2005). Over the Shoulder Learning:
Supporting Brief Informal Learning. CSCW, 505-547.
24. Welser, H.T., Gleave, E., Barash, V., Smith, M., and
Meckes, J. (2009). Whither the Experts? Social
Affordances and the Cultivation of Experts in Community Q&A Systems. IEEE ICCSIT, 4, 450-455.
25. Yeh, T., Chang, T., and Miller, R.C. (2009). Sikuli:
using GUI screenshots for search and automation. UIST,
183-192.

A wide-scale deployment may also require us to reconsider
the system architecture. Besides being easy to setup and
use, the Amazon S3 service was extremely cost effective;
even with over 1.2 million PUT, GET, and LIST requests
and more than 10 GB of data transferred over the course of
the study, the web services cost came to only $3.78. As
such, we see this is a scalable solution.
CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have investigated a community-based
question-answer system within the context of a desktop
software application. We discussed a number of relevant
design principles, and presented our new system, IP-QAT.
Particular attention was given to providing an image-rich
experience, and reducing the transaction cost of posting and
browsing content on the system. Furthermore, we
contribute a robust and cheap architecture that allowed us
to deploy the system to 37 users for a 2 week filed study.
The evaluation identified a number of quantitative and
qualitative benefits on our system, which we hope will
serve as inspiration for future research.
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